Abstract. While topology given by a linear order has been extensively studied, this cannot be said about the case when the order is given only locally. Our aim in this paper is to fill this gap. We consider relation between local orderability and separation axioms and give description of all connected and locally connected locally ordered Hausdorff spaces.
Introduction
Formal definition of an ordered set appeared in 1880 due to C. S. Pierce but the idea was somehow present in mathematics and philosophy long before. While mentioning research on ordered sets names of Dedekind and Cantor cannot be omitted. Some historical notes can be found in [3] .
The concept of order topology appeared probably at the same time as abstract topology itself. On one hand it is a very classical notion today on the other, there were studied several different connections between topology and order on a set (see e. g. [3] ).
Several notable results concerning linearly ordered spaces were listed in [4] . Notion of locally ordered topological spaces in the sense of this article seem to had appeared only once, in not easily accessible dissertation by Horst Herrlich [2] . There are given some topological criteria for local orderability of a space, but the paper is mostly recalled because of results concerning "classical" order topology.
Our survey on locally ordered topological spaces starts with basic definitions and observations concerning separation axioms and hereditarity of local orderability. Then we pass to properties of connected and locally connected spaces and prove characterisation of all connected regularly locally ordered spaces (Theorem 3.4) . This leads also to description of both locally connected and Lindelöf among such spaces.
Then we pass to the notion of orientation and monotone maps between locally ordered spaces.
All notable examples of locally ordered spaces are presented in the separate section.
By Urysohn space (T 2
) we mean a space in which every two distinct points have neighbourhoods with disjoint closures. By semiregular space we mean a Hausdorff space which has a basis consisting of sets being interiors of their closures.
Basic definitions and properties
2.1. Order topology. First let us fix the notions and recall basic facts about classical order topology. They belong to the folklore and are mostly mentioned as exercises (See e.g. [1] ).
When considering ordered sets we refer to strict (irreflexive) order relations while in most cases we deal with intervals rather than relation itself. By a closed interval we mean an interval including both its least and its greatest element -not any interval which is a closed set.
Given linearly ordered set (X, <), by order topology we mean a topology given by the basis consisting of open intervals (including unbounded) in (X, <). Space X with an order topology is called linearly ordered (topological) space or orderable space (when the order on X is not given).
A linear order < on X induces the topology on X if and only if relation < is an open subset of the product space X × X (similar theorem can be found in [3] ).
Every linearly ordered (orderable) space is hereditary normal (T 5 ).
A subset of linearly ordered set (X, <) is called convex if for its every two points it contains the interval spanned by them. Every connected subset of an ordered topological space has to be convex. Closure and interior of a convex set are convex. The term endpoint stands for the greatest or the least element in a convex set (they may not exist).
A linear ordering < on X is called continuous if it is dense and every convex set is an interval (possibly unbounded) 1 . This is equivalent to the connectedness of associated order topology.
On a connected orderable space containing at least two points, there are precisely two linear orders (each one is reverse of the other) giving the topology. Fixed order on two arbitrary distinct points can be uniquely extended on the whole space since (almost) every point divides the space into two connected components.
Compactness of order topology is equivalent to the existence of suprema and minima of any subset. For a connected space it is enough to check whether it has least and greatest element. Every connected linearly ordered space is automatically locally connected and locally compact.
2.2.
Locally order topology. Now we can pass to main definitions of this article. Definition 2.1. Let X be a topological space. We say X is a locally ordered topological space (or has locally order topology) if each point in X has an orderable neighbourhood. An open cover of X consisting of linearly ordered sets (with fixed linear orders) will be called an atlas of orders.
We say X is regularly locally ordered if each point in X has a neighbourhood which closure is orderable. Than a regular atlas of orders is an open cover of X together with fixed linear orders on the closures.
Note that at the beginning we do not assume that considered spaces satisfy any separation axiom.
Let us make some basic observations. Observation 2.2. Every space with order topology is regularly locally ordered.
Example 2.3.
A set (0, 1) ∪ {2} with the topology induced form R is regularly locally ordered, while its topology does not come from any linear order.
Every one dimensional topological manifold is regularly locally ordered. In particular a circle is locally ordered space, but not orderable at the same time and cannot be embedded in any ordered space. Later we are introducing a whole class of spaces sharing those properties.
The following theorem is also a simple observation The property of local orderability is not hereditary in general.
with the topology induced from R is not locally ordered.
Proof. Assume 0 has some linearly ordered neighbourhood U . Clearly the connected component of 0 (an interval of the form (s, 0]) has to be some interval closed at 0. Without loss of generality we can assume that it consists of elements not greater than 0 with respect to the order on U . The rest of U has countably many connected components, namely singletons and sets homeomorphic to (0, 1). Both isolated points and intervals converge to 0. There exist such singleton and interval that there is no element between them, because otherwise there will be an infinite set of intervals or singletons between some two leading to contradiction with their convergence to 0. Hence the singleton must be in the closure of open interval while it is not the case.
One can notice that the above space is a closed subset of some orderable subspace of R.
The following lemma deals with separation axioms and explains why stronger version of local orderability property is called regular local orderability. Lemma 2.6. a) Every locally ordered space is T 1 . b) Locally ordered space is T 3 if and only if it is regularly locally ordered.
Proof. a) Given two distinct points x, y of a locally ordered space, either y does not belong to an ordered neighbourhood of x from the atlas of orders or we can use the fact that an ordered neighbourhood of x is T 1 itself. b) (⇐) Fix A, a closed subset of regularly locally ordered space X, and a point x ∈ X \ A. Let U be a neighbourhood of x such that U is ordered. Ordered spaces are T 3 (even T 5 ), so we can find open sets V and W in U such that x ∈ V and A∩U ⊆ W . Note that U \ W is closed in X. The set V ∩U is then a neighbourhood of x in X disjointed with X \ (U \ W ), a neighbourhood of A.
(⇒) Fix x, any point in locally ordered T 3 space. It has an orderable neighbourhood U . Then there exists an open set V , such that x ∈ V ⊆ V ⊆ U . If we pick any bounded, open interval inside V containing x, its closure will be contained in U , and hence will be an interval which is orderable.
Locally ordered space does not need to be Hausdorff. See a very classical Example 6.1.
Assuming a locally ordered space is Hausdorff does not imply regularity (cf. Example 6.3), not even Urysohn (T 2 1 2 ). Since both local orderability and T 3 are hereditary on open subspaces, so is regular local orderability.
A linearly ordered space is first countable if and only if it is T 6 (i.e. every closed set is G δ ) (Theorem 7.1 in the Appendix). A straightforward consequence is that a T 6 locally ordered space is first countable. The reverse is not true. Second countable locally ordered space may not be T 6 (Example 6.1).
Connectedness
For linearly ordered topological spaces connectedness implies local connectedness and local compactness. This is not true in general for locally ordered spaces (cf. Example 6.3).
Lemma 3.1. a) A connected regularly locally ordered space is locally connected. b) Locally connected Hausdorff locally ordered space is locally compact (and hence regular).
Proof. a) Assume that space X is locally ordered, T 3 and not locally connected. We will prove that then X is not connected. Consider x ∈ X, a point without a connected, ordered neighbourhood (if there is no such point, the space is locally connected, since connectedness of ordered space implies its local connectedness). Let U be an ordered neighbourhood of x. By regularity, there exists open set W , such that x ∈ W ⊆ W ⊆ U . Without loss of generality we can assume that W is an interval in U . Since x has no connected neighbourhood, W contains a nonempty set V which is both closed and open in U (can be chosen away from the boundary of W ). Since closure of V is contained in U , it equals the closure of V in U . Hence closed sets V and X \ V separate space X.
b) Denote given locally connected locally ordered Hausdorff space by X. Fix point x and a closed set A not including x. There exists an ordered and connected neighbourhood C of x. Any closed interval in C is compact and therefore closed in the whole space. It suffices to pick any closed interval containing x in its interior.
Hausdorff axiom is important, since R with doubled origin (Example 6.1) is connected and locally connected but definitely not T 3 . Now let us define an important class of locally ordered spaces, a generalisation of the circle. Assuming connectedness in the definition of loop-ordered space is important, because otherwise after the identification of the endpoints we would still obtain an orderable space.
Proofs of the following simple properties of loop-ordered spaces are left to the reader. Proposition 3.3. Let X be a loop ordered space. Then a) X is compact and connected regularly locally ordered space, b) X is completely regular (T 5 ), c) X cannot be homeomorphicaly embedded in a linearly ordered space, d) for any x ∈ X the subspace X \ {x} is connected not compact and orderable. Now we can formulate the main result of the paper, namely classification theorem for connected locally ordered spaces.
Theorem 3.4. If X is a connected regularly locally ordered topological space, then X is either a linearly ordered space or a loop-ordered space.
Before we prove it let us start with a following, simpler case: Lemma 3.5. If a connected space can be covered by two open connected and orderable sets then it is either a linearly ordered space or a loop-ordered space.
Proof. Consider U and V , two open connected and ordered subsets of X = U ∪ V . We can skip the trivial case when X consists of less than two points.
The intersection U ∩V has to be a disjointed union of open (possibly unbounded) intervals in U , namely its connected components.
For the use of this proof we say a subset A of a linearly ordered space is bounded from below (above) if there exist a strict lower (upper) bound of this set (there exist an element strictly smaller/greater than any element of A). For example the interval [0, 1] is, in this sense, not bounded in itself, while it is bounded in R.
Assume there exists W , a connected component of U ∩ V bounded from both sides (with respect to the order on U ). W is an open interval in V , bounded from at least one side (otherwise V = W ⊂ U and we are done). From completeness of order we know, that there exists an endpoint x of W in V ⊆ W . It belongs to the closure of W , but not to its interior, so it is also an endpoint of W as an interval in U . Then {x} ∪ W is clearly contained in one connected component of U ∩ Vcontradiction.
Hence we know that U ∩ V consists of unbounded (from one side) intervals (with respect to the order on U as well as with respect to the order on V , since the reasoning is fully symmetric). If there is only one such interval, then we use the fact that there are only two possible orders compatible with a connected order topology so, by reversing order on V if necessary, we will obtain equality of orders on the intersection. We put U \ V ∋ x < y ∈ V \ U whether it holds U \ V ∋ x < y ∈ V ∩U , or the reverse inequality otherwise. Then we get one linear ordering on U ∪ V , extending the one on U , and compatible with the topology for it agrees locally with orders on U and V . Now assume that U ∩V consists of two unbounded intervals. Pick any x ∈ U \ V . Then U = (←, x] U ∪ [x, →) U and both intervals have connected intersection with V . Hence, by "splitting point x" into x R and x L , we can use the previous part twice to obtain that
is a compact linearly ordered space (connected, with both endpoints). Identifying x R and x L leads to a loop-ordered space homeomorphic to X.
Note that there are subtle details in the operation of "point splitting". We define [x R , →) and (←, x L ] as linearly ordered spaces and observe, the points of their intersections with V have the same basic neighbourhoods as points in X. Then (x R , →) ∪ V ∪ (←, x L ) equals X \ {x} (together with topology). Moreover, the identification of x R and x L leads to a point with "the same" basic neighbourhoods as the point x.
Proof of the theorem 3.4. Consider a regular atlas of orders U on X consisting of connected sets. Without loss of generality we can assume that every set from the atlas has at least two points. Otherwise our space is a singleton and trivially has an order topology.
Assume there exists a point x 0 ∈ X being an endpoint of its connected orderable neighbourhood U 0 . We may and do assume that it is the smallest element in the order on U 0 . Since X is connected, for any y ∈ X there exists a finite sequence of sets U 1 , . . . , U n from the atlas U such that y ∈ U n and U j−1 ∩U j = ∅ for j = 1, . . . , n. We can inductively use Lemma 3.5 to sets j−1 i=0 U i and U j to obtain that either the union j i=0 U i is orderable, or it is a loop-ordered space. Intervals containing x 0 have one-point boundary and hence x 0 cannot be contained in a loop-ordered space, so we can proceed for every j = 1, . . . , n, obtaining at each step an open orderable subspace of X.
We proved that every point y ∈ X belongs to some open and connected orderable set U y containing x 0 . By reversing orders if necessary we can obtain that order on each such connected set agrees with the order on U 0 . They form an open cover V := {V y } y∈X . Since x 0 is clearly an endpoint of every set from V, it is also an endpoint of intersection of any V y , V y ′ ∈ V. We know, that x 0 does not belong to any loop-ordered set, hence the intersection V y ∩ V y ′ is connected (cf. proof of the Lemma 3.5). It means one of the sets is an interval in the other and the orders clearly agree. Hence we can consider an order on X being a union of all orders on sets in V, and such order is compatible with the topology on X, since it clearly agrees locally. Now assume that no point in X is an endpoint of its connected orderable neighbourhood. We will consider two cases.
1. There is a point x 0 ∈ X such that X \ {x 0 } is connected. x 0 is not an endpoint of its ordered neighbourhood U 0 , so we can pick points a and b from different components of U 0 \ {x 0 }. Since X \ {x 0 } is connected, we can join a and b be a sequence of connected orderable neighbourhoods inside X \ {x 0 }. Their union is not the whole space, so it cannot be a loop-ordered space. We obtain some open connected and orderable set V containing a and b. Then V ∪ U 0 has to be a loopordered space, for U 0 ∩ V has at least two connected components (cf. proof of the Lemma 3.5). Connectedness implies that loop-ordered subset has to be the whole space X.
2. X \{x} is not connected for any x ∈ X. Fix x 0 ∈ X. Since any neighbourhood of x 0 splits into at most two components, X \ {x 0 } also has two components, let say X 1 and X 2 . Note that both X 1 ∪ {x 0 } and X 2 ∪ {x 0 } are connected and regularly locally ordered and have a point (namely x 0 ) being an endpoint of its connected orderable neighbourhood. Hence both those spaces are linearly ordered and they glue together at {x 0 } to linearly ordered space X.
Classification leads to few simple observations. Corollary 3.6. Every connected, regularly locally ordered space can be disconnected by removing two arbitrary distinct points, unless it is compact linearly ordered space.
Corollary 3.7. Every locally connected locally ordered Hausdorff space is completely regular (T 5 ) and locally compact.
Proof. Such space is a disjoint union of connected regularly locally ordered spaces (its connected components), which are T 5 for linearly ordered spaces are.
There is one more fact about locally ordered spaces and connectedness. Lemma 3.8. A connected subset of regularly locally ordered space is regularly locally ordered space.
Proof. Fix connected set C, point x ∈ C, its neighbourhood U with orderable closure and assume C \ {x} = ∅ (singletons are obviously regularly locally ordered). We claim that C contains a nontrivial interval containing x (maybe as an endpoint).
First observe, that there cannot be an interval around x not intersecting C. Otherwise x would be an isolated point in C.
We can approach x by a net in C ∩ U . Without loss of generality we can assume that it is a decreasing net (consisting of elements greater than x in U ). There cannot be a decreasing net of points in U \ C approaching x, since then there would be an interval containing points from C with ends outside, leading to separation of the connected set C. Regularity guarantees that closure of such interval is contained in U . Hence some nontrivial interval including x is contained in C.
If there simultaneously exists an increasing net approaching x, we need to repeat the reasoning to obtain that x lies in the interior of the interval contained in C.
We obtained that C, for every its point, contains an interval from original ordered neighbourhood, which is an orderable neighbourhood in C.
Note that without the assumption of regularity connected components may not be locally ordered. See the Example 6.5.
Using above lemma we can formulate the following property:
Lemma 3.9. Every regularly locally ordered space has such open cover that its every element is closed and either a linearly ordered space or a loop-ordered space.
Proof. Denote given regularly locally ordered space by X. Let us start with decomposing X into connected components. For every connected subset of regularly locally ordered space is regularly locally ordered, it is either a linearly ordered space (possibly singleton) or loop-ordered space. Loop-ordered component is always compact and open. Totally ordered connected component C is open unless it has an endpoint. For non-open component we can consider ordered neighbourhoods of its endpoints (assume they are disjoint for distinct endpoints of one component) and naturally treat both of them together with C as one linearly ordered space (tough not connected anymore). Since order on the connected part of the neighbourhoods has to agree (after reversing if necessary) with the order on C, there can be chosen one order on the union. Denote this union be U and fix an order on it.
We can find any small (with closure contained in U ) closed-open neighbourhood V of C (just separate it from ends of arbitrary interval U ⊃ (a, b) ⊇ C). Then pick the maximal convex set K in U such that C ⊆ K ⊆ V (it is just a union of all such convex sets). It is closed-open and orderable (since convex) neighbourhood of C.
Compact and similar spaces
Classification of connected regularly locally ordered spaces can be somehow extended on a wider class of spaces, namely those for which exist tame atlases.
We start with noticing a following fact:
Theorem 4.1. Union of an arbitrary family of loop-ordered subspaces contained in a regularly locally ordered space is both closed and open.
Proof. Openness is obvious. Assume x belongs to the closure of A := i∈I L i , where L i are loop ordered subspaces of X. Consider arbitrary ordered neighbourhood U of x. Define closed set F := A \ U . Since loop ordered space cannot be embedded in a linearly ordered space, L i \ U = ∅ for every i ∈ I and consequently F = ∅. The intersection U ∩ L i is a disjointed union of connected orderable sets, hence consists of several open intervals in U .
By regularity we can find disjointed neighbourhoods V x and V F of x and F respectively. Without loss of generality we can assume V x is an open interval in U .
If x does not belong to A, there exists i 0 ∈ I such that some interval from L i0 ∩U is contained in V x (such intervals are present in every neighbourhood of x for x is in the closure of A). Then the endpoints of this interval in L i0 belong to the closure of V x as well as to the set F ⊆ V F which is a contradiction.
Having the above theorem we can extend classification of regularly locally ordered spaces. Theorem 4.2. Every regularly locally ordered Lindelöf space is a disjointed union of at most countably many loop-ordered spaces and at most two linearly ordered spaces.
Proof. Denote given regularly locally ordered Lindelöf space by X. Fix a closedopen cover of X from Lemma 3.9 and choose countable subcover {U n } n∈N . Then by defining sets V n := U n \ j<n U j for n ∈ N, we obtain a closed-open cover consisting of disjointed sets. Note that loop-ordered components were already disjointed with all other sets from the cover {U n } n∈N hence they ware not modified when passing to {V n } n∈N . Then each of the sets V n is either a loop-ordered space or an closed-open subspace of linearly ordered space. Since every open subspace of linearly ordered space is a disjointed union of linearly ordered spaces, we actually decomposed X into a disjointed union of at most countably many loop-ordered spaces and some number of linearly ordered spaces. Arbitrary disjointed union of linearly ordered spaces is in fact a union of at most two such spaces (Lemma 7.2 in the Appendix).
In case of compact spaces the above characterisation is somehow simpler. Proof. Applying the theorem for Lindelöf spaces we obtain disjointed union of loopordered spaces and (at most two) linearly ordered spaces. For each component of the union is open and the space is compact, there are finitely many of them. For each of them is closed, the linearly ordered components are compact. Disjointed union of two compact linearly ordered spaces is a compact orderable space for it is enough to treat every element of first space as smaller than any element of the second.
Further we can observe:
Corollary 4.4. Every compact Hausdorff locally ordered space is hereditary normal.
Orientability (directability)
A natural notion of orientation can be introduced for locally ordered spaces.
Definition 5.1. We say a locally ordered space X is orientable if there exists an atlas of orders {(U i , < i )} i∈I on X, such that for any i, j ∈ I, if x, y ∈ U i ∩ U j then x < i y ⇐⇒ x < j y. We will call it an oriented atlas of orders.
We say that two oriented atlases of orders are compatible if their union is an oriented atlas of orders.
From Theorem 3.4 we know that every locally connected regularly locally ordered space is orientable (an oriented atlas can be easily found).
If a space is not connected, we can modify oriented atlas independently on each set from the separation. This makes notion of orientability especially interesting in the case of connected spaces.
As shown in the Example 6.4, without additional assumptions orientability cannot be guaranteed for connected spaces.
Note that relation of compatibility of oriented atlases is not transitive. If we consider space X := (0, 1) ∪ (1, 2) with topology induced from R, one can consider order < 0 being just the standard ordering of R, and order < 1 for which points from (0, 1) are greater than points from (1, 2). Then both of the atlases {(X, < 0 )} and {(X, < 1 )} are compatible with the atlas {((0, 1), < 0 ), ((1, 2), < 0 )}, but are not compatible thyself.
On the unit circle every open arc (except from arcs covering all but one point) can belong to an oriented atlas of orders, but when two arcs cover whole circle they clearly cannot belong to one oriented atlas of orders.
An important observation is, that given an open cover being a refinement of an oriented atlas of orders, there are uniquely determined orders on sets from the refinement such that it becomes an oriented atlas of orders compatible with the other one.
Definition 5.2. An orientation of an orientable locally ordered space is any equivalence class with respect to the transitive closure of the compatibility relation on oriented atlases.
We call two oriented atlases from the same orientation equally oriented or equioriented.
For given point x in a space with fixed orientation O, by O-neighbourhood of x we mean an ordered neighbourhood of x taken from any atlas from O.
All O-neighbourhoods of all points form a basis of topology but not necessarily an oriented atlas of orders.
A following lemma makes the notion of orientation more accessible.
Lemma 5.3. Two oriented atlases on locally ordered space X are equally oriented if and only if for every two charts from the atlases every point in their intersection has a neighbourhood on which both orders agree.
Proof. (⇐) If the condition is satisfied, the set of all such neighbourhoods with orders inherited from original atlases is an atlas of orders. It is oriented for it is a refinement of both given atlases. It is then clearly compatible with both and proves equiorientedness.
(⇒) If two atlases A and A ′ are equally oriented, there exists a finite sequence of oriented atlases
Since orders < j and < j−1 coincide on U j ∩ U j−1 for any 1 ≤ j ≤ k, orders < U and < V have to coincide on the neighbourhood W of x.
Since on a linearly ordered space (with more than one point) there are at least two different orders compatible with topology, we expect the existence of opposite orientations. The following simple theorem makes this topic clear.
Theorem 5.4. For non-discrete locally ordered space X and any oriented atlas A on X the oriented atlas −A given by reversing order on each chart from A is not equally oriented with A.
Proof. It is simple to notice that given any accumulation point it is not possible to find its neighbourhood on which opposite orders coincide.
Definition 5.5. If A is an ordered atlas from a given orientation O, we call orientation to which atlas −A (defined as in the above Theorem) belongs the orientation opposite to O.
Corollary 5.6. There is precisely one orientation on any discrete space and at least two distinct orientations on any other orientable locally ordered space.
In the case of connected regularly locally ordered space there are precisely two orientations. If we fix an order on any connected, orderable open subset of such space (which can be done in exactly two ways), then it determines uniquely an ordering on all other charts in the atlas.
The space from the Example 6.3 is orientable, but there are infinitely many orientations.
The notion of orientation makes possible to define monotonicity of a map between locally ordered spaces. Since we can define monotone sequences (nets) only locally, it may not be interesting to consider discontinuous maps. Nevertheless we provide a definition without the assumption of continuity.
Definition 5.7. Let X and Y be orientable locally ordered spaces and let O X and O Y be orientations on X and Y respectively. A map f : X → Y is called locally increasing or orientation preserving if for every y ∈ Y there exist an O Yneighbourhood (U, < U ) of y and a family (V i , < i ) i∈I of O X -neighbourhoods such that f −1 (U ) =: V ⊂ i∈I V i and for every i ∈ I and x 1 , x 2 ∈ V i ∩ V holds
A map is called decreasing or orientation reversing whenever the last inequality is reversed.
We write "f :
It can be easily seen from the definition that a composition of increasing maps is increasing.
A map f :
Observation 5.8. For any orientable locally ordered space X and orientation O on X the identity map id
An orientation of connected regularly locally ordered space can be also represented by a covering projection from a linearly ordered space. In case of linearly ordered space the covering projection is of course an identity map. In case of loopordered space X obtained by identifying ends of compact linearly ordered space I 0 we can remove one end from I 0 and built a connected linearly ordered space without ends, L 0 , out of countably many copies of it. It is precisely like building the real line with copies of the interval [0, 1). A natural bijection between repeated interval and loop-ordered space leads to an increasing (when fixed appropriate orientation on L 0 ) map p : L 0 → X. This map can be easily seen to be a covering projection (each point has a neighbourhood whose preimage is a disjointed union of open sets the map restricted to which is a homeomorphism).
One can notice that in our case every map from X can be uniquely lifted to a map from L 0 and every continuous map f :
. Monotonicity of map f is then equivalent to the monotonicity of F . We can further notice that since every continuous bijection between connected linearly ordered spaces is monotone, the same applies to continuous bijections between connected regularly locally ordered spaces.
Proposition 5.9. Every continuous bijection from a connected regularly locally ordered space onto itself is a homeomorphism and is either orientation preserving (locally increasing) or orientation reversing (locally decreasing).
Note that a connected, regularly locally ordered space may not admit an orientation reversing homeomorphism.
There is one more approach to the concept of monotonicity: 
We call a map pointwise decreasing if the last inequality is reversed.
The local monotonicity implies pointwise monotonicity, while the reverse is not true. If we consider space from the Example 6.3 and pick orientations given by < p and < q for distinct primes p and q, the identity map between those orientations would be pointwise increasing, while it is not orientation preserving.
Observation 5.11. For locally connected locally ordered spaces the notions of local and pointwise monotonicity coincide.
Examples
The following section is a collection of all significant examples of locally ordered spaces. We note also several topological properties of presented spaces which are not main focus of this article.
All presented spaces are separable and second countable locally ordered spaces.
To make examples easier to understand, we will use special graphical representation based on following assumptions:
(1) every line segment (possibly curved) denotes a set homeomorphic to an interval on real line, (2) neighbourhood of a point contains all close points within the horizontal line passing through, (3) points connected with a vertical dashed line have common left or right neighbourhood 2 , (4) when a point lies on a line segment, its left (resp. right) neighbourhoods are contained in that segment.
Example 6.1 (Line with doubled origin). The space of concern is obtained from the real line by adding additional point with the same deleted neighbourhoods as point 0. In terms of our diagrams it can be drawn like below:
The space is T 1 , connected, locally connected, orientable, path connected but not Hausdorff nor arcwise connected.
Example 6.2. The following locally ordered space is Hausdorff but not Urysohn. Note, that after removing points a and b, we are left with a space homeomorphic to a real line. Hence the space is σ-compact.
It can be easily seen that the space is semiregular, for the points from the middle row do not belong to interiors of ordered neighbourhoods of a or b. arcwise connected and σ-compact but not locally connected nor regular (T 3 ). Every two distinct points can be separated by a real valued function (it's strictly stronger than T 2 1 2 ). It is orientable (Definition 5.1)but admits infinitely many distinct orientations.
Infinitely many orientations.
Consider an open cover consisting of intervals U n := (n − 1, n + 1) for n ≥ 1 and the set U 0 := [0, 1) ∪ ∞ n=1 (2n, 2n + 1). We can consider natural order from R on every set U n for n ≥ 1 and one of orders < p on U 0 , where p is a prime number. For given p we define < p such that on every connected component of U 0 it coincides with natural order on R, elements of [0, 1) are greater than all other and the ordering of the components (2n, 2n + 1) is obtained from natural order on integers by switching every multiplicity of p with its successor. Namely
where m, n ∈ N >0 , α, β ∈ (0, 1). The orders < p and < q for distinct primes p, q are different orders on arbitrary neighbourhood of 0, but (U 0 , < p ) together with standard order on each U k , k > 0 form an oriented atlas of orders.
Example 6.4 (Non-orientable space). A very simple example of a non-orientable locally ordered space is the following non-Hausdorff space (both ends of the arc share the same left neighbourhood):
The space is connected, locally connected but, unlike the line with doubled origin (Example 6.1), it is arcwise connected.
Proof of non-orientability. The segment joining a and b is a connected orderable space, hence it admits two possible orders. An order on any chart from a hypothetical oriented atlas has to coincide with fixed order on the segment. We may and do assume that a is the least element. Then points from the segment are greater than a and less than b (we compare a with points from its given ordered neighbourhood only; same with b). If we consider a left neighbourhood of a, a is its upper bound, while b is lower bound of its left neighbourhood. On the intersection of left neighbourhoods we obtain opposite orders.
Note that the following completely Hausdorff space is orientable. The idea is presented on the diagram below. Note, that the neighbourhoods of the points on the lower level (B ∪ E) does not include the points from above. It is not known what minimal assumption should be made to guarantee local orderability of connected subsets (components).
Appendix
Other proofs. Its boundary has at most two points. Each of them is a limit of a countable sequence contained in C. If the boundary is empty then C is closed and we are done. If there is a two-point boundary, we can pick closed intervals spanned by elements from the corresponding sequences approaching the boundary points. One-point boundary enables us to use intervals unbounded from appropriate side (intersected with C).
Lemma 7.2. If a topological space is a disjoint union of an arbitrary family of linearly ordered spaces, then it can be obtained as a disjoint union of at most two linearly ordered spaces.
Proof. By concatenation of two given linearly ordered spaces we mean extending both orders to an order on the union in such a way, that all elements of the first space are smaller than elements of the second. To preserve the disjointedness of the union we must be sure that the first space contains the greatest element if and only if the second one has the least one.
Let U be a given family of linearly ordered spaces. We divide it into three disjointed subfamilies U 0 , U 1 and U 2 , namely spaces with no extremal point, with one extremal point (smallest or greatest element) and with both extremal points respectively.
We can easily concatenate any two spaces from U 1 to obtain one linearly ordered space with no endpoint (reversing one of the orders, if necessary). Proceeding this way we can make sure that there is at most one element in U 1 . Similarly, we can concatenate countably many spaces from U 2 into one space with no endpoint, hence we may reduce to the case when the family U 2 consists of at most one element (any finite concatenation still has both extremal points).
The family U 0 (under no assumptions on cardinality) can be also concatenated to obtain one linearly ordered space by using sufficiently large ordinal. We are left in the case when all three families are at most singletons. Since space with one extremal point can be easily concatenated with any linearly ordered space, we are done.
